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20 DH. W. H. STOXE O S  THE 

Supposiug, then, these bodies anchored as above in 3 or 4 feet 
water ; as soon as the winter set in, they would be frozen up  in 
this position. The ice in so high a latitude as io" or 75' north 
would acquire a thickness of 5 or G feet a t  least, so that i t  would 
freeze to the bottoni on the shallows where the nianinioths were 
anchored. In the spring, on the breaking up of the ice, this 
ice being solidly frozen to the muddy bottom, would not rise to 
the surface, but remain fixed, with its coqtained animal remains, 
and the flooded stream would rush over both, leaving a covering 
of mud as the water subsided.' 

Par t  of this fixed ice, but not the whole, niight be thawed 
away during summer ; and (possibly, but not necessarily) next 
wintcr a fresh layer of ice with a fresh siipply of animal re- 
mains might be formed over the former stratum; and so the 
peculiar position and perfect state of preservation of this im- 
mense collection of estinct animals may be accounted for without 
having recourse to the somewhat improbable theory that a very 
great and suddcn change had taken place in the climate of that 
region. 

I have seen at the mouth of Hayes River in America animals 
frozen up as above dcscribed ; but as the latitude of this place is 
only 57" north, the fixed ice usually wholly disappears before 
the next winter sets in, and liberates the animals shut up in it ; 
but when the rivers reach the sea, as some of those of Siberia 
do, 1000 or 1200 miles further to the north, i t  may be fairly 
assumed that a large part of this fixed ice, protected as it would 
be by a layer of mud, might continue unthawed. 

IV. On the Fal l  in Pitch of Strained Wires through which n 
Galvanic ,Current is passing. By Dr. W. H .  STONE. 

THE object of this paper was to apply the vibrations of sound 
to the measurement of electrical currents, and to  distinguish 
what was due to beating-effects from those caused by alteration 
of elast,icity. 

swimming across the river ; and many reindeer, moose, and other animals 
are annually destroyed in this way in other large American rivers. 

Sir Charles Lye11 mentions a number of yaks being seen frozen up i l l  

one of the Siberian rivers, which, on the breaking up of thc ice in spring, 
would be liberated and float down the stream. 
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Strings .of brass aiid steel, such as are used for pianofortes 
(No. 16 gauge), were stretched, by means of wrest-pins, across 
a resonant box, over bridges surniounted by brass bearings, and 
tuned to unison. On passing a current from two or more 
Grove’s batteries through them, a very marked fall in  pitch was 
obtained. The vibrating string being 24 inches long, and tuned 
to two-foot C, the tone sank above a fourth in steel and a major 
third in brass. 

This result being a compound of actual lengthening by heat 
and of other causes, it was, in a second experiment, endeavoured 
to eliminate the former element by straining similar strings 
between the same bridges by means of a weight. This was 
attached to the arm of a bent lever, to  the short end of which 
the string was made fast. By shifting the position of a four- 
pound weight along the arm, very accurate unison, or definite 
periodicity of beats could be obtained. When the current from 
the battery was passed through this string, free to expand by 
the falling of the weight, and therefore at a constant tension, a 
fall of pitch was still noticed, There was also a very marked 
loss of tone, which, on approaching a red heat, amounted to 
total extinction of sound. 

A third experiment exhibited the changes of electrical resis- 
tance in a mire subjected to variations of strain. The mire was 
accurately balanced against another resistance in a Wheatstone’s 
bridge, and the spot of light from a mirror-galvanometer join- 
ing the two circuits thrown on the screen. On suddenly in- 
creasing the tension and raising the musical pitch of the string, 
the galvanometer was visibly deflected. This was not an  effect 
of heat (since the balance had been brought abo.ut during the 
passage of the current), and must. be due to altered molecular 
state caused by the strain. 

I t  was incidentally noticed that, when beats were produced 
by two strings on the same sonometer, they continued to be 
sensible to  the touch by laying the hand on the instrument long 
after, from diminution of amplitude in the vibration, or from 
slowness in the beats themselves, they had ceased to be audible. 
This afforded a good demonstration of the continuity of sensa- 
tion in touch and hearing. 


